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EMBARGOED UNTIL 1600HRS GMT, TUESDAY, JULY 14, 2015 

NEW WOMEN’S CYCLING SHOES FOR COMPETITIVE ROAD CYCLING AND 

MOUNTAIN BIKING  

Women’s competitive cycling just got a whole lot more catered for with the introduction of two new 

Shimano mountain biking shoes and a new Shimano racing and performance-level road shoe. 

Off road  

For cross-country and off-road mountain biking the new high-end WM64 and WM53 shoes introduce 

the ergonomically efficient Dynalast technology already featured in the top of the range WM84 cross 

country shoe.  

Dynalast technology is designed to bring an anatomic last (ie the interior shoe cavity) that conforms 

better to the natural contours of the foot. The heel sits deeper in the shoe whilst the fit is snug and close 

to the foot. Combined with a women’s specific fit – narrower heel pocket, narrower volume with added 

support in the instep, and a lower volume toe box – this equals fewer gaps and longer, faster, and more 

comfortable rides. 

 

The WM64 also features Shimano’s Torbal torsional midsole providing a stiff instep section and an 

independently flexible front and back section, allowing for efficient power transfer to the areas you 

need it most.  
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Fastening is taken care of by two Velcro straps and a top ratchet strap on the WM64, and three Velcro 

straps on the WM53.  

 

For great versatility and performance on the trail combine these shoes with SPD cleats and Shimano’s 

PD-M530 or PD-M520 pedals. 

 

On road 

Meanwhile for female road cyclists the WR84 delivers pure pedaling performance with its ultra-rigid, 

lightweight carbon fiber composite sole. This rigidity allows power to be driven directly into the cranks, 

exactly what you need from a race performance shoe.  

Comfort hasn’t been spared though with a padded gloss synthetic leather Surround designed for all day 

comfort and long days in the saddle.  

The WR84 shoe is best matched with Shimano’s PD-6800 pedal and SPD-SL cleats and is due to be on 

sale from  September onwards.  
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### 

 

NOTES TO EDITOR: 

Embargo date: 1600HRS GMT, TUESDAY, JULY 14, 2015 

Images and further information: Individual press releases and image packs are available on each of the 

new models. Click the link below to download the content you need: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/252rd0ic6vfb9xf/AACyc-CncKA5NRMvi8jtuc3Ta?dl=0  

Availability: September 2015 

2016 Women’s shoe line-up: The WR84 joins three other women’s-specific performance road shoes, the 

RP5W, RP3W and RP2W. Shimano also produces women’s-specific shoes in several other categories 

including triathlon (TR9W), women’s sport/touring (WR35), cross-country (WM83, WM64, WM53) and 

casual sport/touring shoes (WM34 and CW41). 
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Footwear technology: 

Pedal technology: For decades SPD and SPD-SL have set standards for cycling shoes and pedals that 

others are still struggling to reach. Legendary system engineered technologies and manufacturing 

distinguish Shimano from the competition.  

Footwear experts work directly with pedal engineers to create an optimal shoe-and-pedal interface that 

incorporates the latest advances in cycling bio-mechanics, materials, design and efficient durable SPD 

and SPD-SL systems. 

Designed together. Tested together. Performing together. SPD and SPD-SL shoe/pedal combinations 

form a single, integrated power platform based on a design philosophy of finding the optimal fit to 

match each rider’s unique performance and comfort needs. To the pro rider: Optional power transfer. 

For the enthusiast: Faster, longer rides with more comfort. For the casual rider… well let’s just say that 

when things work this well together it’s a lot more fun.  

SPD-SL is the road-specific adaptation of the SPD concept. This pedal platform is a seamless pedal-and 

cleat interface that provides a more efficient power transfer under extreme pedaling loads encountered 

in race competitions. A wide cleat design offers stability on and off the bike. SPD-SL is the road-specific 

refinement of the system. This pedal platform was designed specifically for the needs of world-class 

road racers. The SPD-SL pedal-and-cleat interface provides a more efficient power transfer under the 

extreme pedaling loads encountered in race competitions. 

Dynalast is an anatomically curved interior shape (ie last) that eliminates angles and conforms better to 

the natural contours of your foot.  

The toe-spring section of a cycling shoe plays a key role in supporting efficient pedaling. Too high, and it 

causes increased tension in the plantar, calf and hamstring muscles. Too low, and you get a bowlegged, 

inefficient pedaling form. Extensive research by Shimano’s R&D experts has produced a superior shoe 

last design with an optimized toe-spring section that promotes a smoother, more energy-efficient 

upstroke. The heel sits deeper in the shoe and the fit is snug and close to the foot. Fewer gaps plus a 

better fit equals longer, faster, and more comfortable rides. 
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Built based on feedback from pro riders, Shimano Dynalast helps reduce energy loss on long rides, 

letting you keep more in the tank for that final sprint to the line. 
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